
Labelling and Documentation

Control Seal Labels, Close-it®, Bürkle
Quality control seal labels with aluminium backing allowing hermetic sealing
of sacks pierced for sampling. Strong adhesive will adhere even to 
surfaces coated with powder (plaster, flour etc.). Supplied in colours, sizes and
packs as indicated. Printed with ruled writing area for labelling 
by pen.

Colour

95 x 95mm, roll of 500
LA290-04 Red
LA290-08 Green
LA290-12 Yellow
LA290-16 Blue 
LA290-20 Black

150 x 150mm, roll of 250
LA290-50 Red
LA290-54 Green
LA290-58 Yellow
LA290-62 Blue 
LA290-66 Black

Security Seals, Seal-it, Bürkle
Sealing labels for tamper-evident closure of conventional containers. Highly
visible, red background with large white marking area and sequential, 7-digit,
numerical identification. A secondary, identically numbered, label strip can be
used for archive documentation of the sample. Labels are aluminium
foil-backed for enhanced conformity to most container/sack profiles and a very
strong adhesive surface ensures that once applied, the label is permanently
affixed. Cross-perforations through the label immediately tear should an
attempt be made to remove the cap or seal. Overall label size 178 x 30mm
L x W. Supplied in a roll of 500.
LA295-10 Seal-it labels

Safety Tapes
Manufactured in hard wearing, self-adhesive vinyl. Most common titles are
available, including OXIDISING AGENT, CORROSIVE, IRRITANT, TOXIC,
HARMFUL, HIGHLY FLAMMABLE and POISON. Supplied in a continuous roll, 66
metres long. For full details – see SC250 series in the Safety section.

Self adhesive. Colour coded labelling tape, width 19mm. Supplied in a roll as
indicated. All dimensions are approximate.
12 metre roll
LA302-10 Blue
LA302-15 Green
LA302-20 Orange

LA302-25 Red
LA302-30 White
LA302-35 Yellow

55 metre roll
LA302-12 Blue
LA302-17 Green
LA302-22 Orange

LA302-27 Red
LA302-32 White
LA302-37 Yellow

Write-OnTM Tape

Self adhesive. Colour coded labelling tape which can be marked with most
types of pen. Temperature resistant from -73°C to +121°C, with excellent
adhesion to glass, metal and most plastics, including PTFE. Steam and solvent
resistant. Width 13mm. Supplied in roll of 36.5 metres on a 75mm core. All
dimensions are approximate. In colours as indicated.
LA310-05 White
LA310-10 Red
LA310-15 Yellow

LA310-20 Green
LA310-25 Blue
LA310-30 Orange

Safety tapes

Close-it®,Seal-it Identi-TapeTM
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